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HOW WOULD ONE KNOW HE OR SHE IS IN NEED OF A FINANCIAL
ADVICE FROM A WEALTH PLANNER?

G
SMART
INVESTMENTS
IN DIVERSIFYING
YOUR WEALTH
Managing your savings is not only about
planning for retirement. It could also be
about a well planned child education,
hajj fund, tax planning and other types of
money management from assets to even
zakat. THE CEO talks to to Ringgit Dan
Anda host, Irda Rina, a licensed financial
planner and adviser.
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enerally, everyone needs to plan
their financial and wealth. As simple
as how much is a suitable budget to
spend every month, how much you
need to save for an emergency fund
and how much is the required sum of
coverage for your wealth protection.
As complicated as how much you
need for retirement and how much you have to consistently
save now, all these matters are to be taken into account in
order to achieve financial freedom at your target age, in
ensuring that you have sufficient savings that is sustainable
for the rest of your life. Wealth planners are also capable in
diversifying your wealth, assisting with your plan for your
legacy so that it is not only to be inherited by your loved ones
without any hassle but also to explore if the wealth you left
behind can benefit the society and your life in the hereafter.
Frequently, people who are facing financial difficulties
will be desperately looking for solutions and very in need
of financial advice from the financial planners. Those
who are eager to grab the investment opportunities will
actively seek alternatives and require fair and non-biased
financial advice from us as a financial and wealth planner.
However, if you are living comfortably with what
you have now without any issues on debt management
and adequate savings for emergencies, you probably are
not really keen to seek financial advice. But, how would
you know that it is truly sufficient for your entire life and
family? Maybe you think you have managed your finances
wisely and always keep on track, but how can you be
sure that there is no better way of managing it? A well
prepared legacy planning can ensure your financial goals
will be easily met at your target age and perhaps draw
in better opportunities if you let the experts examine
your financial track and draw the proper plan. Why
settle if you have an option in maximizing potentials
of growing your wealth without discounting on the risk
and uncertainties? And perhaps, you may achieve your
financial goals earlier than you expected.

What are the options one has when
it comes to investment?

In this digital era, there are vast opportunities
and various options of investments. Whether the
investment is for short term gains or for long term
objectives. From low risk investment instruments to
high risk instruments, liquid investments or less liquid
investments, low or high volatilities investments, as well
as capital protected investment instruments or those
investment instruments which fluctuates.
There are short term deposits such as fixed deposits
and money markets; investment instruments managed
by government-linked companies such as Amanah
Saham Nasional Berhad’s products and Amanah
Hartanah Bumiputera; unit trust and Real Estate
Investment Trusts (REITs); gold and silver; Exchange

Traded Funds (ETF); stock trading whether locally
in Bursa Malaysia market or international trading
platform; bonds or sukuk; digital instruments such
as cryptocurrencies and non-fungible tokens (NFT);
derivatives such as futures and options; as well as real
estates and properties.
Please bear in mind that insurance and takaful
is not an investment or saving instrument but it is
meant for wealth protection. However, insurance and
takaful products are usually linked to investment and
this serves as an added value to the wealth protection
instrument. It is important to put your money at
the right instrument based on your objectives. You
invest your money to get good returns in order to
fight against inflation. Whereas you buy insurance or
subscribe for takaful wealth protection and financial
security purposes should anything unfortunate happen
to your health and life.
There are many available options of investment
but the most important is to identify which kinds and
combinations that really suit you. As for a Muslim, it
is also crucial to know which instruments are shariah
compliance before investing.

4. What is the minimum asset
requirement for investment?

Each type of instrument has their own minimum initial
investment amount. Unit trust for example, can invest as
low as RM100 per month and as high as millions ringgit,
subject to certain screening to ensure the sources of funds
are free from illegitimate sources, money laundering
activities, terrorism financing and any unlawful activities.
However, for each individual, the minimum investable
amount may vary depending on their own financial
standing. A lot of factors need to be considered before you
invest. The most basic rule to comply is your personal cash
flow must be in a healthy position. If your cash flow is in
deficit, which means your monthly expenses are higher
than your total income, probably your spending habits are
being financed by credit cards all this while. If you only pay
the minimum amount for the credit cards every month,
thus it could be less effective for your investment return and
wealth management because the interest rates for credit
cards are usually higher than investment returns that you
get.
You probably have large cash flow but still have negative
networth if you hold a lot of debt and live outside your
means. Before considering more attractive investments,
focus on fixing your cash flow and manage your debt first.
The second thing to look at is whether you have enough
savings for emergencies. Lavish lifestyle leaves more room
for lavish emergencies. For example, luxury vehicles tend
to cost more to repair than ordinary cars. If you have
property that provides consistent rental income every
month, you still need emergency funds in case your tenant
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LETTER FROM

editor

hen the world was hard-hit by the
Covid-19, many were thrown into a state
of panic, unsure of how this pandemic
would affect their livelihood. Although
scores of businesses were affected when
the first Control Movement Order
(MCO) was implemented last March,
reading the news during the period was
detrimental in more ways than one. Still, there are businesses whose
profit and market share skyrocketed during the pandemic. Take
the tech giants, for example; the pandemic serves as a jackpot for
them as every company has transitioned to be digitally available for
consumers. Like small to medium businesses, others have also gained
in one way or another through the unforeseen circumstances brought
forth by the pandemic.
This issue’s cover story is on Dato’ Emma Ibrahim and MK
K-Clique, the former is the CEO of Red Profile Sdn Bhd, based in
Sarawak. Dato’ Emma went from working up a corporate ladder to
designing shoes while also playing her part in helping the vulnerable.
The latter is a singer and actor from Tawau, Sabah, whose music has
taken over Malaysia by storm.
Next up, the feature on Muhammad Tarmizie Bidin delves into his
story on how he went from rags to riches through his relentless effort
in building his business empire. Though he has gone through many
hardships and failures while pursuing his passion in business, it has not
once deterred him, nor has it diminished the flame of love he has for
business. As a result, Imperia Asia is now one of the biggest household
names in the country, and it is now branching out to other sectors such
as agriculture.
This issue also features Kathlyn Toh, founder of Beyond Insights.
She is an exceptional woman who earns her wealth from investing and
trading in the US and global equity markets and coaching people on
how to grow their wealth. Having over 17 years of experience working
with diverse teams across various locations for Intel Corporation, she
has experienced the full cycle of Bull Run, the market crash, after
crash recovery, and the high volatility markets, which gave her an edge
in adjusting her strategy depending on marketing conditions. Though
most think that trading is a way to grow money fast, it is more than
that, as Kathlyn Toh notes.
Despite the curveball of the pandemic, there is always joy in seeing
establishments reaching pivotal moments in growth. We needed to
learn to embrace change, even more so after surviving a pandemic
that has shifted the paradigm of normal. Of course, here at The CEO
Malaysia, we are always welcome to new ideas. Feel free to email
editor@theceomalaysia.com and share your thoughts with us.
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Ivy Simon
Editor, The CEO Malaysia

Object of Desire

DIAMOND OF HOPE
Created by internationally renowned haute
joaillerie artist Anna Hu, this stunning 27.02
carat brown-yellow brilliant cut diamond
necklace was put on a charity auction at Christies
through the Diamond That Care initiative. The
necklace is worth RM1.4 million and all of
the proceeds will benefit families of healthcare
workers who lost their lives in the battle against
COVID-19.
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Happening

REBECCA FERGUSON

ANGELINA JOLIE

ROSAMUND PIKE

GEMMA CHAN

10

LASHANA LYNCH, DANIEL
CRAIG, LEA SEYDOUX &
CARY JOJI FUKUNAGA

GEORGE
CLOONEY
& AMAL
CLOONEY

RED
CARPET

GLAMOR

The stars made it a point to dazzle with their red carpet fashion
choices at film premiers and film festivals, igniting excitement
once again after a year long hiatus due to the pandemic. Bold
designs in vibrant colours stole the show while the men looking
sharp in their tuxedos. Mega star, Angelina Jolie made a special
appearance with her children at the Eternal film premier while
Zendaya maintains her style icon status during her Dune film
tour. London Film Festival saw top actors like Kristen Stewart
to Keira Knightley walking down the red carpet and the cast
from James Bond’s No Time To Die dazzled at the Royal
Albert Hall.

TIMOTHEE CHALAMET

KRISTEN
STEWART
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Ceo Style

Smart clothing doesn’t have to
be boring, particularly when
you know where to look. We
have rounded up high end
labels that always deliver
when it comes to the luxury
wardrobe, whether you’re
after expert tailoring, classic
pieces or a more relaxed and
modern approach to office
attire.

DIOR

14

LOUIS
VUITTON
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Ceo Style

BURBERRY
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Looking
at
how
women’s
tailored
pieces as a fashion
statement has evolved,
the current trends will
have you thinking
twice when choosing
between a classic suit
or a much playful one.
For now, modern-day
wardrobe staple of
businesswomen has
reflected the sociopolitical status of the
gender, taking cue from
the men’s collection
where business style
doesn’t always mean
serious.

BURBERRY
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Ceo Style

BALMAIN

FAUR’E

DIOR

LE PAGE

FENDI

GIORGIO
ARMANI
Modern day wardrobe essentials for
the stylish businessman.

FENDI
DIOR

HIM
FENDI

SALVATORE

PACO

FERRAGAMO

RABANNE

HER

LOEWE

FENDI

VERSACE

Luxury options for the women
in power, from lush cashmere
to buttery soft leather.

BURBERRY

CHANEL
18

PRADA

CHANEL

The Body Duo Mini
Body Scrub + Moisturizer
Essentials
Everything you need
for a smooth, soft, and
supple skin.
The Body Duo Mini
Body Scrub + Moisturizer
Essentials – RM 139

Bvlgari
A magnificent tale that
harnesses the endless power
of the natural elements.

PAMPER
YOURSELF
Immerse yourself in
nature this season
without the hassle of
worrying about dry
skin. Rejuvenate with
hydrating creams
and reconnect with
nature with fragrances
that ties back to the
elements derived
from earth.

Maison Kitsuné x Neo Cushion Matte
Full coverage matte cushion foundation
for full coverage with a single touch.
Maison Kitsuné x Neo Cushion Matte
(21N/23N) & Tote Bag Set – RM250
Maison Kitsuné x Neo Cushion Matte
(21N/23N) & Pouch Set – RM215

Fenty Hydra’Reset Intensive
Recovery Hand Mask
The ultimate hydration and
nourishment to your hands – all
while you sleep!
Hydra’Reset Intensive
Recovery Hand Mask - RM95
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DATUK
EMMA
IBRAHIM
A SARAWAK
WITH BIG H
FOR SHOES AND
COMMUNITIES
WELL-BEING

20

KIAN
HEARTS
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H

aving a degree in Business
Administration,
Datuk
Emma
Ibrahim, otherwise known as the ‘Boot
Lady’, climbed the corporate ladder
before stepping down to take on a
more challenging role. She first started
as a financial advisor for Bumiputera
Commerce Bank. After a decade in the
banking world, she left to become a Managing Director with
GP Oceans, an oil and gas company based in Singapore, for
their Kuala Lumpur branch office.
As one who loves to take on challenges, Datuk Emma left
her post in 2005 to venture into the footwear industry and start
her own business from scratch. Hence, that is how Red Profile
Sdn. Bhd. was established. Wanting to contribute back to her
local economy and the societies in Sarawak, Red Profile’s first
office was set up at Kompleks Kilang SME Bank in Kota
Padawan, Sarawak. Sixteen years later, Red Profile now has
three factories in Malaysia, located in Kuching, Kuala Lumpur
and Johor Bahru. It also supplies the majority of Malaysia’s
armed forces, and uniformed bodies with comfortable and
SIRIM certified footwear. The company continues to keep up
with their reputation in boot making, expanding its presence
into the world and aiming to strike a deal with Saudi to supply
its armed forces.
Obsession With Shoes
Datuk Emma has a myriad of the luxurious brand in her
collection, including Prada, Hermes, Louis Vuitton, Jimmy
Choo, Chanel and many more. Sharing about her passion for
shoes, Datuk Emma states that it had been that way since she
was young. “Shoes are stunning, and everyone wears them. It
comes in many colours, and some are just in black and white,”
she said gleefully. Datuk Emma has also cleverly compared
shoe designs with architectural designs, whereby every design is
unique. “I like to look at shoes because of the unlimited designs
it comes with. It is just like people who design houses. Every
house is unique.”
Datuks. Emma is also one who is not shy to confess that
she owns many pairs of shoes. To be precise, she has almost
a thousand pairs of shoes, though she said most of them had
been donated to charity. “I am a patron to Helping Shoulders,
a non-governmental organisation (NGO). So, I sold my shoes
and the money that I get from the sale are channelled towards
Helping Shoulders. Now I’m left with a few hundred shoes in
my collection.”
Out of her collection, her most prized shoes are a pair
of limited-edition Christian Louboutin and a specially made
Manolo Blahnik. “I bought it for a few hundred thousand
pounds each, and I love it very much,” Datuk Emma shares.
Branching Out From Just Making Shoes
Besides running a flourishing shoe manufacturing business,
Datuk Emma has also ventured into the beauty industry by
providing image consultancy to people who need it. “Shoes
are fashion, but I’m not into fashion as though I wanted to
be a fashion designer. I cannot be a fashion designer because
I don’t know how to design. However, I love to see people
dressing nicely, looking good, dress well and all.” Her interest
in providing image consultancy to people kick off when whilst
she was staying in the United Kingdom. During her stay there,
she took up image consultancy classes as she has too much
free time on her hand. Eventually, she graduated and started
providing the service to people around her. “I teach people how
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to transform themselves, how and what to wear when attending
certain events. It was an opportunity overseas, but the complete
opposite in Malaysia. Here, it is not mainstream to hire an image
consultant,” she laments. Currently, Datuk Emma has an image
consultancy company in the United Kingdom, which she started
with good friends, and today, there have been clients from the
UK who still consult her.
“Image consultant is a necessity now. You see people dressing
as they please, even when they go to work. There’s a dress for
every occasion.” Datuk Emma states that many people have
considered the first impression as invalid nowadays, but to her,
the validity still stands. Giving an example, she says that folks in
Kuala Lumpur are more well-dressed than the folks in Kuching.
“In my opinion, although the folks are not particular about it,
there is still a need to normalise image for Malaysians,” she adds.
Playing Her Part in Protecting the Vulnerable
As the patron of Helping Shoulders, Datuk Emma has been
helping the vulnerable communities by means of donating.
Often, one can see Datuk Emma’s articles lending a helping
hand to these communities through Helping Shoulders. She
explains that when Helping Shoulders is established; its main
aim was to help children that their close friends or families
molest. “We are committed into helping these children, but we
cannot fully focus on this issue alone because it is still a taboo
in Malaysia to teach children about sex education. It has been
challenging.” According to her, Helping Shoulders and she has
been going around schools to educate children about it (what
type of touch is safe, how people should touch you and when to
set the boundaries).
“Many a time, it is the media and the families of the victims
that make our work so challenging. They do not want to talk
about child molestation. It is still a taboo,” she says. Datuk Emma
explains that these cases go unreported most times, or the family
will retract the police report filed against the accused as they are
afraid that they will lose their breadwinner. “They are afraid that
if the perpetrators are sent to jail, in this case, if the father goes
to jail, they will have no one to rely on earning the household
income and nobody will help them. I think the government
should be more outspoken about this issue.”
Helping Shoulders are not only present in Malaysia, but it
has travelled overseas helping vulnerable communities around
South East Asia as well. The primary purpose is to educate the
communities about child molestation. She states that most cases
of child molestation go unreported, more so in rural area. “We
cannot blame it all on the government, because families play a
very big part in this. Every family comes with their own problem,
which might lead them to bury the hatchet. At times like this, we
can only pity the victims.”
Being An Inspiration to Many Women
As a prominent business figure in her homeland, Datuk
Emma’s successes have been an inspiration to many women in
the state. “Most women in Sarawak are more business-minded
now. At the end of the day, regardless of their occupation,
most will venture into business sooner or later,” she says. Datuk
Emma has observed that most businesswomen in Sarawak are
daring, experienced and are willing to take the risk to venture
into new things. She adds that Sarawak holds many potential
and opportunities for new business as it has lots of resources and
many new developments are coming up in the state. “Fashion is
booming. All the local designers are coming up with their own
fashion like Borneo Fashion Week. I am proud to be Sarawakian.
Last time we are left behind, but now they are more daring to try
new things, which is very positive.”
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In my opinion,
although the
folks are not
particular
about it, there
is still a need
to normalise
image for
Malaysians
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Text Ivy Simon • Creative Director Faizal
Harun Nasution • Photography Surianie
Mohd Hanif • Makeup/Hair Ayu Kirana
• Coordinator Syanty Octavia Amry
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t first glance, Muhammad Hairi Amin
bin Hamdan, or popularly known as
MK from the group K-Clique, looks
cool and standoffish, but looks can
certainly be deceiving. Watching him
in his element, he is undoubtedly
a professional and good at what he
does.

MK rose to fame when some of K-Clique’s songs
became a hit in Malaysia. Since then, MK has collaborated
with many other artists in Malaysia. He has even started his
path into becoming an entrepreneur.
MK comes from a humble beginning. Born and raised
in Tawau, Sabah, MK and his friends formed the group

K-Clique, consisting of Noki, Tuju, Somean, KDeaf,
FareedPF, Gnello and NastyNas.
The name MK originated from his name Muhammad
and his mother’s name, Kamariah. “I’m a mummy’s boy.
You seldom. See people using their mother’s name in
anything, but mothers are our gate to heaven. All of us
(siblings) are close to her, but I could say that I am the closest
to her,” MK says. While being far away from his family in
Sabah due to the pandemic, MK would always be sure to
contact his mother every day. “My mum and I would video
call each other every day just to update each other about
what we have been up to.”
Currently, MK is working on development outside of
music. Recently, he has started his own business selling
clothes and snacks. MK shares that since it was his first time
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starting his business, he has received numerous help from
experienced people. “Going into business is not an easy feat,
there is so much to learn. However, it is a learning process
for me and all those who helped me in this journey.” MK
stated that singing and starting a business are two entirely
different things, and having experienced peers leading him
and aiding him has planted his interest in business even
more.
“My family and my friends are all very supportive when
I first expressed my desire to start my own business. Ad
when I got my hands into it, it will be within my liking and
capabilities,” he adds.

Despite being the more famous member of K-Clique,
MK has never felt like he is any different from his other band
members. According to him, no one is more outstanding
than the others. “Currently, Tuju, Noki, and I have other
projects besides singing, like going into business. Hopefully
the rest will follow suit soon. Even though some of us
might be more popular than the others, we will continue
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to support each other regardless. What we achieved are a
blessing,” MK says humbly.

Once an active member of a futsal player, MK’s time
for futsal has been reduced significantly due to his busy
schedule and the ongoing pandemic. “I’m still very much
active in it, but because of my busy schedule, coupled with
the less feasible situation we are in right now, I hardly played
it.” According to him, he has too much on his plate, which
left him with little time to do anything leisurely. Despite his
busy schedule, MK makes time to visit the gym to keep fit.
“I am fully committed to my work and I give it my all when
I work, after all that is done, I am left with little to no time
for futsal,” MK adds.
MK hopes to be successful in the future as he wishes
to help his family and friends. “I want to share my success
with every one, it feels good to see everyone happy. The will
to help others is what drives me to work hard. And when
the hard work finally pays off, I will be able to help people.”
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anyqish Legacy was
simply built on hope
and faith,” Nuraini
Mohamad recalls the
days before she sets up
her beauty company
in 2013. No one is
blessed with all the
condition for success from the beginning and Nuraini is not
much different. Her path to success is not always smooth.
“Back then I didn’t have much to start my own business, let
alone to build an empire. But I believed in myself, became
an agent for another cosmetic brand, started selling them
and I just kept going until I had enough to launch my
very own product. You just got to start from somewhere.”
Reminiscing her earlier days, Nuraini had a clear vision of
what her goals are. “I’m doing it purely just for the love of
it. And of course, the thought of providing my family with
a better life made me work even harder.”
At the age of 31, Nuraini Mohamad is already running a
beauty empire which has already penetrated the Indonesian
market. Whilst being considerably young, she is already
strategizing to expand her beauty empire around the region.
“You have to understand where I’m coming from. I’ve
been selling cosmetics since my teen years, and from there
I learned the tricks of the trade.” Looking good inside out
is very important to Nuraini. Since young, she’s always the
one who’d come out all dressed up with full makeup on. “I
watch what I eat, I take great care of my skin and I always
pamper myself with the best beauty products in the market.”
Her relentless pursuit in beauty perfection is well known.
Naturally, Nuraini started taking interest in several beauty
products and decided to sell them. “Once I gained enough
knowledge, I went to develop my own.” In the pursuit of
unlocking her childhood dream, Nuraini just went into the
business without much thought. As how she describes it,
“There’s never a ‘right’ time to start!”
Born in Mersing, Johor and grew up in Rompin,
Pahang, Nuraini finally settled in Kuala Krai, Kelantan
where her husband resides and the beauty entrepreneur
has no complaints managing her business from that very
small town. “I’m proud because Nanyqish is a homegrown
beauty brand, developed and manufactured here in my own
hometown. This is where our factory is and we’re offering
and opening up job opportunities to the community. To tell
you the truth, I’ve never thought of moving my headquarters
elsewhere and I’m determined to stay put,” said Nuraini as
she prefers to be nearer to her family and loved ones.
Especially for the shoot with THE CEO, Nuraini and her
entourage came down from Kuala Krai to Kuala Lumpur
just for the weekend, booking nearly the entire floor at the
Mandarin Oriental. Tagging along was Nanyqish’s brand
ambassador, singer and actress, Bienda.
Registered her own company in 2013, Secret Super
Slimming was first introduced in 2014. It quickly became
a popular slimming supplement among the targeted
demographic, kicked off a trend that many other local
beauty and wellness companies eventually followed suit.
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I’m proud because
Nanyqish is a
homegrown beauty
brand, developed and
manufactured here in
my own hometown.
This is where our
factory is and we’re
offering and opening
up job opportunities to
the community. To tell
you the truth, I’ve never
thought of moving my
headquarters elsewhere
and I’m determined to
stay put.

Nanyqish became a familiar branding especially among
the beauty obsessed consumers in the East Coast and
Northern region. Not for long, her product became
popular nationwide and it created a significant increase in
demand. “At the time, when people mentioned slimming
drink, they’d think of Nanyqish!” Nuraini’s success story
continued with the launch of her next slimming drink,
Choco Milkshake. Understanding the public’s obsession
with staying healthy and in shape, Nuraini introduced her
first slimming cream aptly named, Let’s Shanteq Lotion.
“When it comes to nutrition and skin, I believe that your
diet and lifestyle choices should always be the first things
you look at. However, I fully appreciate that there are things
that are out of people’s control or difficult to manage, such
as stress, or that diets can be limited in certain nutrients. In
these instances, supplements for skin health can be helpful,”
she adds.
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First of all, you need to
ask yourself if this is
what you really want.
You know what they
say… do what you
love and you’ll never
work another day in
your life.
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“Some of the things that I love wearing are colored
contact lenses and fake eyelashes. Naturally, those two
were my next products lined up right after the successful
launch of Choco Milkshake. Like I mentioned before,
I’m doing this out of love and I wish to share my love
for these beauty essentials with everyone.” Nuraini brings
quality beauty products to consumers and she stands
by it especially when her latest lip tint collection which
just recently hits the market is popping up on dozens of
influencers’ social media accounts. “To gain the public’s
trust, you are your own ambassador.” Besides buying air
time for television and radio, Nuraini works closely with
a few influential makeup artistes as part of her marketing
game plan. Mua Bellaz, one of the most popular beauty
influencer in the country has always been a fan of the
brand and now officially a muse for Nanyqish.
Looking at the market’s current situation, Nuraini is
staying optimistic as the industries are opening up. “Bad
times don’t last. Yes, we are battered but not beaten.”
Nuraini refused to slow down even though the economy
was put on a halt during the first round of MCO.
“Pandemic happened and there was so much uncertainty
that led to a collective loss of normalcy. So many questions
were playing in my mind when the first nationwide
lockdown was implemented. Would my business survive
the lockdown? Am I able to revive my business once the
situation improves? Surprisingly, the sales were not as bad
as I expected it to be and I thank God for that. Yes, we
saw a bit of a drop but people are still buying online. I
sell beauty supplements and I assure you; the demand is
always there.”
During the nationwide lockdown, Nuraini had no
problem running their business from Kuala Krai. Staying
home meant more time for Nuraini and her team to
double up their promotions as well as aggressively market
Nanyqish products on several online platforms. “Kuala
Lumpur has always been an important market to us
and surprisingly Negeri Sembilan has shown significant
sales increase. But nothing prepared us to the response
that we got from the Northern states like Kedah, Perlis
and Penang – which have been amazingly tremendous!
We spent extra time in reeducating our followers about
Nanyqish products, the ingredients and its benefits, besides
showing them application techniques during live sessions.
My team and I thoroughly enjoyed every moment and
we hope the consumers love our products as much as we
do!” Nuraini already sets her heart on making Nanyqish
a leader in the growing market for beauty supplement
and she’s already focused on extending sales growth in
Indonesia and beyond.
What references or recommendations would you give
to someone who is thinking of starting their own business?
“First of all, you need to ask yourself if this is what you
really want. You know what they say… do what you love
and you’ll never work another day in your life.” Besides
taking short business courses organized by banks, Nuraini
stressed that aligning yourself with the right individuals is
also very important. “There’s so much that you can learn
from people and their experiences. You get a glimpse
of what’s in front of you by talking to seasoned beauty

brand owners as well as other entrepreneurs. No one has
it easy. There will be hardship. But in the end of the day,
all the blood sweat and tears will be worth it when you
get to enjoy the rewards after.” Moreover, Nuraini always
reminds her own staff to always be kind, thoughtful and
respectful. “To begin with, own who you are but never
settle for less.”
To be mentally strong and not care of the negativities
are two key advices by Nuraini when asked about the
challenges she faces. “Once a while, you’ll meet people
who’d just make things harder for you. And that’s okay!
You just have to learn to block all the bad energies and
keep moving forward.” Furthermore, Nuraini never
hesitates in exploring new possibilities and strategies.
She welcomes her competitions and sees it as just simply
part of the game. “Oh well, it still is a good eight years
of running the business. But to be frank, competition is
getting tougher and fiercer. So many new up and coming
similar products hit the market every month and my
team is always on the alert to stay ahead. Don’t get me
wrong, I’m all for healthy competition. I make sure my
team understands what our customer wants and react to
their need quicker for that crucial advantage.” She adds
on grinning with optimism, “Oh, and we’re just warming
up!”
One of the most important lessons she learned in
juggling responsibilities between being a wife and a
mother, a brand owner and an entrepreneur; is that you
need to have grit to thrive with the ability to persevere.
“The two most important lessons I’ve learned in
managing a business while raising a family, you have to
be still in every situation to fully understand who you are
at the moment and cater to what you need in order to be
successful. Be spiritually grounded and always remember
the real reason why you started. Challenges are part of
the journey and someday you’ll look back and think that
every hardship that you faced were all worth it.”
Nuraini has found the entrepreneurial journey both
energizing and exhausting. She vows to never stop learning
and to navigate the business world with her eyes and mind
wide open. “Once you’ve run the race a few times to get it
right, you feel burned out for about three seconds. Then
you stand there and realize you did it, despite the odds.
That feeling is energizing, you feel like you can conquer
anything.” Self reward has always been something that
Nuraini looks forward to. Be it going on a long vacation
or retail therapy at Chanel or Louis Vuitton, Nuraini
still prefers the occasional trips to Sephora for a makeup
shopping spree.
So what’s next for Nanyqish Legacy? “Probably a
facial brightening skincare set. But honestly, I dream of
having my own building where I can set up a one stop
centre.” The beauty entrepreneur also envisioned her
12-year old daughter to someday take on her role and
continue running Nanyqish Legacy. “I may be able to
expand the business around the region but my only
daughter might bring Nanyqish to compete in the global
market. Never say never.”
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Largest Hotel Operator in Iceland
– Berjaya Corp
Berjaya Land Berhad is now the largest hotel
operator in Iceland with 1,471 keys across 14 hotels
in Iceland under various brands. The group’s Iceland
hotels bounced back rapidly due after Covid-19
quarantine restrictions are removed. “Whilst most of
our overseas hotels suffering (the) same fate, some like
Iceland have bounced back very quickly due to (Covid19-driven) quarantine restrictions being removed,”
Berjaya Corp Berhad (Bcorp) chief executive officer
(CEO) Abdul Jalil Abdul Rasheed said.

The World’s Five Safest
Cities Post-Pandemic
The Economic Intelligence unit
recently released the 2021 Safe Cities
Index, which ranks 60 cities based
on 76 safety indicators including
infrastructure, digital life, personal
security, environmental factors and
health – with pandemic preparedness
and Covid-19 mortality included this
year. Copenhagen, Toronto, Singapore,
Sydney and Tokyo are ranked at the top
of the index. They had all the factors that
exemplify how overall safety correlates
to a strong sense of social cohesion, total
population inclusion and societal trust.

Squid Game Became First Korean
Drama Series to Rank #1 on Netflix
TV Shows Worldwide
‘Squid Game’ gained massive attention worldwide after it
was ranked #1 on Netflix U.S., following phenomenal success
on Netflix Japan, Korea, Canada, Germany and Hong Kong.
These countries are just few of the 83 countries that the show
has topped in the TV shows category. It also broke the record
for having the highest U.S. ranking achieved by a Korean
series, previously held by ‘Sweet Home’.
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Three
Malaysians
Win
Women Of The Future Award
2021
The winners of the fourth annual Women
of the Future (WOF) Awards Southeast Asia
has just been announced, and among them
are three Malaysians. Nandini Balakrishnan,
lead producer for SAYS won the Women of
the Future Awards Southeast Asia under Arts
& Culture category. Her videos touch on issues
affecting people across the borders and have
garnered over 60 million views. Her works was
even featured on BBC and the Delegation of the
European Union to Malaysia platforms, among
many others. Sarah Voon, General Manager
of theAsianparent is this year’s winner under
Business category. She is also a two-time awardwinning financial journalist and a board member
for non-profit organisation.

Lalisa Breaks the Guinness World
Record Title
Lisa’s debut single Lalisa took the official Guinness World
record title for the most viewed YouTube music video by a
solo artist in 24 hours with 73.6 million views. The record was
previously held by Taylor Swift’s 2019 single Me! which had
65.2 million views within the 24-hour time period. Rosé set the
record for most-viewed YouTube music video by a solo K-pop
artist earlier this year with her album title song On The Ground
of her solo album R before it was broken by Lisa this month.
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Special Mughal Spectacles To Be
Auction Off At Sotheby’s
They will be offered at auction for the first time, with
estimates of £1.5 – 2.5 million each, having remained in
the same collection for almost half a century. The owner
of these spectacles remains unknown, but they stem from
a period of artistic and architectural achievement during
the Great Mughal reigns of emperors Akbar (1556–1605),
Jahangir (1605–1627), Shah Jahan (1627–1658) and
Aurangzeb (1658–1707). Commissioned by an unknown
prince, an artist shaped a diamond, weighing over two
hundred carats, and a brilliant emerald, weighing at least
three hundred carats, into two masterpieces. In circa
1890, the lenses were placed in new frames, decorated
with rose-cut diamonds.

Elon Musk And Girlfriend Part
Ways
Founder of Tesla and SpaceX Elon Musk have
broken up with singer Grimes after three years of
relationship. Sharing the news with Page Six, he said
that he and Grimes are ‘semi-separated’, but are on good
terms with each other. Together, they share a son, X Æ
A-Xii Musk. “We are semi-separated but still love each
other, see each other frequently and are on great terms,”
Musk told Page Six.
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Rihanna’s In Hot Water After Being
Accused of Cultural Appropriation
Singer Rihanna’s Savage X Fenty fashion line stirred
online debate after models wore what appeared to be
braids during the label’s lingerie show. “I wish I could write
something as funny as putting all these white girls in braids
for the Fenty show,” tweeted comedian and television writer
Raina Morris. Last year, Selena Gomez and Justin Bieber
was criticised after the former appeared on the cover of
Interview magazine sporting braids and Bieber was called
out online for wearing a cornrow hairstyle.

“Blah, blah, blah”
Greta Thunberg, the Swedish environmental activist
has bashed global leaders over their promises to address
emergency, dismissing them as “blah, blah, blah”. “Build
back better. Blah, blah, blah. Green economy. Blah blah
blah. Net zero by 2050. Blah, blah, blah,” she said in
a speech to the Youth4Climate summit in Milan, Italy.
“This is all we hear from our so-called leaders. Words
that sound great but so far have not led to action. Our
hopes and ambitions drown in their empty promises,”
she added.

Tesla Sold Record 56,006 China-Made
Vehicles In September
US electric vehicle maker Tesla sold a record 56,006
China-made vehicles in September, the highest since it started
production in Shanghai almost two years ago. The September
sales included 3,853 that were exported, data showed.

Zara Rutherford Sets To Be The Youngest Woman To Fly Solo Around The
World
Zara Rutherford, a 19-year-old teenager is setting off on the trip of a lifetime: a 32,000-mile journey around the world
all by herself. It’s a dream I’ve had for a really long time, but it always seemed unrealistic,” says Rutherford. She will be
flying to 52 countries over the span of two months.
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The Pandora Papers
The Pandora Papers leak
includes 6.4 million documents,
almost three million images, more
than a million emails and almost
half-a-million spreadsheets. Some
of the stories that have been
uncovered are: the Czech prime
minister’s failure to declare an
offshore investment company
used to purchase two French villas
for £12m, the family of Kenyan
president Uhuru Kenyatta’s
secretly owned a network of
offshore companies for decades,
and the King of Jordan’s £70m
spending spree on properties in
the UK and US through secretlyowned companies.

Prince Harry’s ‘Intimate
And Heartfelt’ Memoir
Prince harry is releasing a memoir
and it is set to be released in late 2022.
In a statement, the prince said: ““I’m
writing this not as the prince I was born
but as the man I have become. I’ve worn
many hats over the years, both literally
and figuratively, and my hope is that in
telling my story – the highs and lows,
the mistakes, the lessons learned—I can
help show that no matter where we come
from, we have more in common than we
think.”
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Britney Spears Engaged To
Boyfriend Sam Asghari
Britney Spears has announced her engagement
to her boyfriend Sam Asghari with a post displaying
a diamond ring engraved with the word “lioness”.
In an Instagram post, she wrote: “I can’t fucking
believe it!”, accompanied with a wink, kisses a
smiling Asghari on the cheek and answers “yes!”.
The news comes days after her father filed to end
the court conservatorship that has controlled the
singer’s life and money for 13 years.

Shang-Chi And The Legend Of Ten
Rings Broke Box Office
Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings has
outperformed expectations, with it bringing in $94 million
in a Labor Day weekend that spans over four days. This
total far exceeds the previous Labor Day weekend total
of $30.5 million, set by Rob Zombie’s Halloween remake
back in 2007. The movie had the second-largest opening
weekend during the pandemic, behind ‘Black Widow’.
Variety reported that ‘Shang-Chi’ also made $56.2 million
internationally, performing well in markets including
France, Italy, Spain, and the UK. Globally, the film made
$145.2 million.
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he simple façade of the office building
hides the magnificent within. Though
the building is located on a quiet
street in Klang, yet the same could
not be said about the interior. Inside,
lively staff are typing away on their
PCs while happily chatting, toiling
yet another day working at Imperia
Asia. The first time we saw Muhammad Tarmizie Bidin,
the founder of Imperia Asia Group, we were under the
impression that he was some sort of government official,
as he came for a photoshoot with a throng of people,
escorting him as well as bringing his outfits for photoshoot.
Sitting in the meeting room, everything was bare, save
for the furniture, as the office has just undergone major
renovation recently. The smell of fresh paint still lingers in
the air as we were warmly greeted by the cheerful founder
and his assistant.
“I came from a broken and poor family. My parent
divorce when I was young and I was raised up by my
grandparents in Teluk Intan.” Albeit having an average
SPM result, Tarmizie is not able to further his studies due to
financial constraint. Instead, right after high school, he left
his hometown and began his working career by getting his
first job at a Top Glove factory as a clerk. After working a
few months at the factory, he was offered a job at RHB bank.
“It has always been my dream to own a car as soon as I start
working, so within four months of working at the bank, I
managed to purchase my first car, a Perodua Kancil,” he
says with a smile, reminiscing about the past.
Whilst working at the bank, Tarmizie is no stranger
to seeing businessmen going in and out of the bank for
business. And that is when it struck him that if he stayed
where he was in life, he cannot do anything. “My salary was
RM 756 per month at the time, after paying for my car loan
and family support fees, I am left with nothing for myself.”
He then proceeded to meet up with his friend who was
selling honeycomb cookies, or known locally as kuih loyang.
“I bought 20 packets of the cookies from him and resell it
on my own. I managed to gain a bit of profit from there.”
Thence, he decided to bring the cookies home and together
with his grandparents, they started making it on their own.
However, the result was less than satisfying. “The cookies do
not taste as crispy and tasty as the one my friend sold. After
many trials and errors, we finally nailed it.”

Following the success of making the cookies on his own,
Tarmizie went and register for a license with Industri Kecil
dan Sederhana Malaysia (IKS) and proceeded to sell his
cookies at KLCC, Putrajaya, Petronas KLIA and KLIA.
“My business was doing very well, and I sold about 2000
packets of cookies per month, at RM 3 per pack.” It was
worth noting that Tarmizie started his business endeavour
while he was still working with RHB bank, and he was only
19-year-old at that time. However, as towards the Raya
month, his business is steadily getting slower as the demand
for Raya cookies exceed the demand for kuih loyang. After
only a short stint of six months, Tarmizie has to close down
his business. “As I was young and inexperienced, I have no
idea how to properly run a business. Furthermore, none of
my family members are from a business background, so I
have no one to guide me.”
As Tarmizie was stationed at a RHB branch in a Giant
mall, every lunch break, he would hang out with his friend
that sells jamu cosmetics. Jamu cosmetics is an herbal
medication made derived from natural elements, such as
roots, bark, flowers, seeds, leaves and fruits. “Never have
I imagine that jamu cosmetics are such a hot selling item.
Just by selling jamu cosmetics, sales can reach up to RM
1 million per month. There I can see the demand and
profits.” Following the revelation, he started selling jamu,
although he sold it discreetly. “I got the formula to make
jamu from my parents, did a little improvisation on it and
sold it. This is officially my first product called Simolex,
and it is a herbal product which is encapsulated.” Tarmizie
sold his product at a friend’s shop where the product was
selling like hot cakes. Each month, Tarmizie received sales
about RM 60,000 to RM 70,000 from the sales of his jamu
product.
As his success became more and more apparent, so
was his friend’s jealousy towards him. “I had a business
partner at that time as I was still working full time at the
bank. Hence, I cannot fully commit to my business. And at
that time, the business was registered under his name. After
an involvement of a 3rd party, I left my jamu business to
my partner and my friend and clean off my hands off that
business,” he laments. But as Tarmizie still contain stocks of
his jamu product, he went ahead and rented stalls to sell the
remaining stocks. “The longer I run my own business, the
more invested I am in it.”
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Following the fallout with his business partner, Tarmizie
went on to sell head scarf in a hypermarket at his hometown.
“Head scarves were a hot commodity besides jamu
cosmetics. After a year of selling head scarves, I proceeded
to expand my products and sold baju kurungs. The sales
were at peak during Raya.” Nevertheless, as time goes by,
more and more people started running their own business,
which increased the competition.
After an encouragement from his higher ups to further
his studies, Tarmizie enrolled in Universiti Teknologi
MARA (UITM) and took up Business Studies. However, as
fate would have it, he did not complete his studies as he had
fallen ill by the end of the last semester. “My illness got worse
to a point that I was unable to talk, and even after consulting
multiple doctors, they could not detect my illness.”
In 2012, Tarmizie came to a realisation that he could not
save up any money even though his business was doing very
well. Back then, he had nine shops, from Melaka all the way
to Penang. Coincidentally, he was granted a trip to Hong
Kong where he ultimately made up his mind to close down
all his business for good. But after a profound discussion
with his uncle about his plan, he resigned from his bank job
and committed his whole attention to running his business.
“I start focusing on making a new product, which is drinks. I
called my former colleagues and we brainstormed for ideas.
In the end, we upgrade the product, enhanced the formula,
make the appearance nicer.”
In January 2013, with his new product, he went to meet
shop owner who sells jamu cosmetics to park his product
there, along with a promoter that he hired. On the first
month, Tarmizie made RM 60,000. In spite of his success,
history repeats itself. “In business, people are never when
they see your business doing well. The owner holds my
payment for the product and only paid me RM 18,000.
Eventually, my promoter left as I cannot afford to pay them
anymore.” After the episode, Tarmizie went on to sell his
product on his own and managed to make RM 12,000 by
August.
“For some customers, we gave them the product and
they can pay us at the end of the month. This is the system
we still maintain until now. In September 2013, we rented
our first office. Our sales steadily grow from RM 2500 in
September to RM 70,000 in December,” Tarmizie says.

With his relentless effort and hard work, Imperia Asia
is now a household name in Malaysia. Imperia Asia now
has about 500 staff across Malaysia, Indonesia and the
Philippines. Besides selling a single drink, the company has
since expanded to selling three products. “On average, we
sell about 600-800 products per day.”
As with many businesses during the Covid-19 pandemic,
Imperia Asia saw a dip in its sales. “There was a 30% drop
in our sales, but it was not as bad as expected as we had been
selling our products online since 2013. Instead, we increased
the number of staff.”
After being in the game for so long, Tarmizie said that
he is not worried about competitions as to him, being
the best among the rest. His secret, he shares, is: “Focus.
Second, trust your product. Maintain the quality and give
good service to your clients.” He stated that it has never
cross him mind to compete with another brand as it is not
his benchmark. “My benchmark is I look forward to being
above all other competition.”
Many would have thought that people would splurge on
materialistic need once they have earned their first million,
yet the same could not be said about Tarmizie. This is what
he has to say when he earned his first million:
“I never dreamt that I will get to earn my first million at
all. Because I don’t like to keep the money, I like it spend it
on assets. Like renovating the office for staff’s comfort. And
I like to keep it for reserve. Doing a business, once you get
big money, you have to keep it. Keep it for reserve. Anything
happens to your business; you will need to use the money. I
will keep the money in a fixed deposit. “
In five to ten years, Tarmizie hopes to expand his business
beyond health and beauty industry. Since its inception,
Imperia Asia has branched out to many subsidiaries. “I
started with Imperia Asia Resources, and everything is
under my name. I do not believe in partners as I have been
betrayed before.” Imperia Asia has also expanded overseas,
mainly Indonesia and the Philippines, under Imperia Asia
International. According to Tarmizie, they have several
offices in Indonesia, along with 200 staff to man the offices.
However, he is planning to put a hold on his business in the
Philippines temporarily as the Covid situation in the country
is deteriorating. “Another problem with the Philippines is the
banking system, which makes it hard to do business there. In
the Philippines, there are no interbank transaction, unlike
Malaysia. Indonesia also conduct interbank transaction
even though there’s charges, but not in the Philippines.”
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hen we first saw Kathlyn Toh coming in for the
photoshoot, we were struck by how incredibly thin and
elegant she looked. She was quite the gleeful and chatty
person as well, striking up some mundane conversation
of day-to-day life with the makeup artist while she was
getting her makeup done. Taking my chances, I strike
up a conversation with her, and indeed, her experience
and knowledge on technology and stock markets were far
beyond what I could comprehend, given the years that she had worked with Intel and
subsequently starting her own training company in investment and trading.
Starting a company is never easy, especially after enjoying an “early retirement” from
her high paying corporate career. Toh made the decision to leave her career and take
a break after realizing that what she is achieved in the stock market is already sufficient
to secure financial independence for herself and her family. After a few months’ rest
she became restless searching for something meaningful to do with her life, and that’s
when the idea of starting a business around her passion in training and teaching came
about. When Toh first started Beyond Insights back in 2008, it was difficult because she
was managing everything by herself. “We were a small company and my husband was
still working at the time, so everything was like a one-man show. Plus, it’s hard to attract
people and we only advertise on the Star newspaper. This was before the social media
becomes a tool for marketing.” Thankfully, Toh was already helping one of her trading
guru in Singapore in coaching, That is where she got many of her early students as well
when she launched her first course on trading psychology.
Albeit Beyond Insights has coached more than 4900 students in their journey to take
up stock market trading and investing as a source of wealth, it wasn’t this successful in
the beginning, according to Toh. “The first course I taught was trading psychology, not
trading strategy because there are already a lot of trading courses out in the market,
but none are specific about trading psychology. Trading involves 90% psychology. And
that is what I’m passionate about,” Toh said. However, she later came to realised that it
was not what the masses wanted when they signed up for a course in trading. Sharing
her own experiences, Toh said that trading is not as straightforward as just following the
rules. It involves discipline. As it took her a while to be a discipline trader, she decided to
teach people about personal mastery, how to bring out the best in themselves. But, the
plan flopped. “People wants to make money first. So, I decided to do it the other way
round. Now I teach people about trading strategy, in due time, my students will come to
appreciate the psychological aspect of trading later on. That way, it’s killing two birds
with one stone.”
By making a slight change to her courses, Toh manage to successfully promote her
training courses. Toh said that one thing she learnt from one mentor is that you should
market the product based on what people want (and they want to make money) and deliver
what they need (trading psychology) in the class - that is the psychology in marketing. “Most
people are not appealed to sign up a trading psychology course, compared to a trading
strategy course. I hold on to that, and once the right people come in, I give them what they
needed in classes. But at the same time, I attended a lot of seminars to improve myself
and how I run my business. I was from a technical and management background, having
worked at a multinational corporation for the past 17 years,” Toh shares.
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However, being a trainer is not as easy as taking a walk
in the park. The hardest part of it all was influencing people
to do the right thing when it comes to trading. According
to Toh, who has lived through a few stock market crashes:
the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997 and the Dot-com Crash
in 2000, US Financial Crisis in later 2007, and the Europe
Crisis in 2010-2012, have molded her to be what she is today.
“If I knew a fraction of what I knew today, it would have
saved me $256,000 when I encounter the dot-com crash.
However, having lived through the crisis, it helped me to
appreciate the importance of risk management and to be
discipline. I have been trading for 28 years, I encountered the
four of the major crises ever happened to the stock market,
but I cannot just transfer the experience to my students, I
can just share with them. But as far as human goes. It’s not
just about telling people what to do, you also need to give
people some space to appreciate the importance of it. Some
people will only appreciate it when they go through some
hard lessons. I came a long way to realise what is the right
way to influence people. That is why I am very passionate in
psychology course, because I want to learn to influence the
right way. It’s not just about telling people what to do, we
need to build up the trust and understand their beliefs system
that influenced them. Ultimately it’s their decision.”
Having been conducting trading and investment course
since the company’s inception in 2008, Toh has seen a fair
shares of common mistakes people made when it comes to
trading. The most common mistakes committed by green
horn traders are risk management and wanted to make fast
money without building the right foundation in the market.
Toh stated that most people go by their common sense when
it comes to trading and the notion of buy stocks when it’s
cheap is good. “And that’s the wrong way of thinking,” she
said. According to Toh, prices of stocks are cheap for a
reason. “For example, if you buy airline stocks when it went
down during the Covid-19 dip, you will be stuck rangebound
for 2 years. Yes, it did go up, but if you had bought Microsoft
instead, it would have gone up more than 100% within the
same period because these stocks are more resilient and
benefited from the transition to digital collaboration. A lot
of people tend to learn it the hard way, because they are not
willing to pay for a proper education.” Another mistake that
traders make is not having a proper trading plan. Toh admit
that she did not see this as an issue until she conducted her
own course. “Some students are curious as to why I can be
so systematic, but to me that’s just how it should be. When
I conduct courses, I have a template and a process map
to guide students on the step-by-step complete investing
and trading process. We also provide them with a trading
template to track their trades and performance. But I’ve
come to realise that it is not a norm for most people to have
a plan. If you want to repeat your success, you should have
a standard process, and you should be able to repeat your
process. And that is how I teach.”
To avoid the mistakes made by rookie traders, Toh
teaches her students a process which she has created, the
STPM framework, an acronym which stands for Select,
Time, Protect, and Multiply. “First you need to think about
how to select. Select the best stock rather than what you’re
familiar with. You should have certain criteria. Starting from
the stocks screening, we have the criteria of what constitute
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a great company. The criteria include the profitability, the
growth, and whether the company is sustainable. These
are high level criteria. Once you short-listed a company,
you don’t buy straight away, instead you standby to wait for
the right timing. After you have selected, then you time it.
You time it based on looking at the stock chart. The timing
includes exactly where to buy, where to put the stop-loss, and
where to take profit. After that, it is protection. Protection is
for money management. No matter how great the company
is, don’t put your whole account into it. So, the question you
must ask is how much stock I should buy, so that even when
things go wrong, I won’t suffer so much. And I can limit my
risk to 1% of my account balance. After that you can talk
about multiply. So I follow the STPM. Once you can do the
first 3 steps, that means you can already buy stocks, and you
already know when to get in and get out.”
When asked about her courses, Toh has only a few things
to say. How much more time do they want to waste? Is your
financial future important to you? If it’s important, it is the
matter of having the right education. Second, which course
is suitable for them? Toh stated that Beyond Insights has
the most complete curriculum in the market; all the way
from different financial instruments like stocks, CFDs and
options, and different strategies for long term investing, midterm, short term, to very short-term trading like Intraday.
There will be something that fits them. Beyond Insights has
also received accolades as one of the top financial training
companies in Malaysia. So, that is a credential. It has one of
the most comprehensive support in the market as it has 29
coaches to guide students. No other company has that many
coaches.
In 5 to 10 years, Toh hopes to penetrate the Asian and
global market. Currently, Beyond Insights is focusing on
building its internal automation systems to ensure that it’s
scalable for growth in the future. “We are building a lot of
online services, like video-based learning, simulation systems,
alert systems and hybrid of self-paced to complement our
existing live streaming education programs. There are a lot
of video-based products out there, but it does not get people
to take action. So, the way to help people to be successful
is having videos, where people can view anytime, but still
having live stream and also exercises for them at the same
time, otherwise they have no hands-on practices. There is
a pyramid of learning, and the best way to learn is to do
it. For a lot of the video-based course, statistic has shown
that less than 20% of people is actually using it. But when
we schedule an actual or live classes, it’s different. Once it
is scheduled, people don’t want to waste it and will commit
time for it” she said.
Before parting, Toh shares her favorite quotes with us.
“Trading is a journey of character building.” She stated
that while many see trading as a mean of earning extra
income, but in order to consistently make money through
trading, one has to be of a right character. “Character to be
committed in your goals. To be patient, to wait for the right
set up. To be discipline in the process, and to grow yourself.
To grow yourself so that you will do the things successful
people do. You cannot just be what you are today and trade,
it takes a different type of people to do that.”
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ULTRA-LUXE
VACATIONS FOR
THE RICH AND
DISCREET

Not everyone loves to show off their luxury lifestyle and most of the super rich today lives a quiet life away from the
public attention. When they go on vacations, they make sure the chosen establishment where they’re staying offers the
ultimate privacy. From the South Pacific beaches of Bora Bora to the savannahs of South Africa, here are seven luxurious
resorts that offer everything that the wealthiest travellers are looking for and more. Imagine exclusive trips include private
islands to safari adventures.

Aman Sveti Stefan, Montenegro
Starting at US$4,500 a night, Aman Sveti Stefan is
actually part of an existing 15th century village located
in the sovereign state of Montenegro. This super
exclusive resort stands on a private island overlooking
the breathtaking Adriatic coastline. It offers a two-storey
suite with a private swimming pool with a starting price of
US$4,500 a night. Aman Sveti Stefan’s a dream trip for
those who are looking for the best spa experience.
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Gladden Private Island, Belize
Fancy an island all for yourself ? Head on to Belize in Central America.
For US$3,000 per night, every guest wakes up in an awe by the sight of the
Maya mountains while surrounded by marine reserve awaiting to be explored.
Strategically located, Gladden Private Island is your best bet for that ultra
luxurious secret getaway. This resort is so private that the entire staff stay on
a separate island and take a boat to and from Gladden at the guests’ request.

Belmond Grand Hibernian, Ireland
Most elite travellers are known to spend a lot of time golfing. Be sure to try out the lush terraine of the Emerald Isle as
it offers some of the best experince for world-class golfing. Guest are also welcomed to hop on their luxurious train rides
with stop-offs at 17th century castles and the iconic Cliffs of Moher for between US$3,000 and US$11,000 per person.
These luxurious train packages are a must try when visiting Ireland and not to be missed!
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Soneva Jani Resort, Maldives
Comprising more than 1,000 coral islands in the Laccadive Sea, situated in the Indian Ocean, Soneva Jani Resort is
perched over the azure Medhufaru lagoon. Being synonymous with luxury, these water villas offer retractable roofs for
stargazing. Located in the South Asan sovereign state of Maldives, Soneva Jani Resort comprises of five islands and can
only be reached by a 40 minute seaplane flight or an hour long speedboat ride.

Tswalu
Kalahari,
South Africa
According to National
Geographic, Tswalu
Kalahari is one of 24
unique lodges of the
world. Sitting on South
Africa’s largest private
reserve, it occupies more
than 1,090 square km of
stunning savannah and
mountains. More than 80
species of mammals and
hundreds of species of
birds live in the Kalahari
wilderness where guest
are invited to get close
to the wild animals such
as elephants, providing
a ‘one with nature’
encounter. A fee of
US$3,000 per night
for a luxurious stay, a
small sum to pay for an
unforgetable natural and
cultural experience that’s
priceless!
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Borgo Santo Pietro, Italy
Imagine a Vespa excursions with your family and friends on a 200-acre (80-hectare) estate in the Tuscan countryside,
complete with picturesque vineyards and organic orchards. You may also opt for a helicopter ride over the Italian countryside.
Such a place exist at Borgo Santo Pietro, a five star hotel housed in a 13th century villa. Rates range from US$620 per
night for a deluxe villa to more than US$3,000 per night for a Pool House Suite. Don’t forget to dine in at their prestigious
on-site Michelin-star restaurant.

St Regis Bora Bora Resort,
French Polynesia
Staying at one of the luxury villas of
St Regis Bora Bora means you will be
accompanied by private butler! Sitting right
on the lagoon at the foot of the breathtaking
Mount Otemanu on the French Polynesian
island of Bora Bora, you can simply step out
of the front door and jump jnto the pristine
waters. The resort’s protected underwater
sanctuary is perfect for snorkeling. The resort
is also home to a restaurant by the celebrated
chef, Kean-Georges Vongerichten.
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WHITE SANDS
AND PRISTINE SEA
– A SEASIDE
PARADISE

L

iving up to its slogan
‘breath-taking views just
a step away...’, Palm
Beach Resort & Spa is
the place to live out your
dream vacation. Imagine
galloping into the sunset
like what they did in
the movies. Here, it’s not dream. You can
ride a horse down the beach during while
enjoy the magnificent sunset. The smell of
salty sea breeze hanging in the air, bringing
a refreshing sense of calm away from the
hustle and bustle of the city.
Located in Labuan Island, this seaside
resort offers 245 rooms equipped with
various facilities across its 17 acres of private
beach and attractive tropical gardens. After
its recent upgrades, it now offers holiday
goers and travellers an enjoyable and laidback getaway, with only a 15 minutes’ drive
from the town and industrial centre.
Whether you’re craving for Western or
Asian cuisine, Palm Beach Resort & Spa got
you covered. At its Bunga Mas Restaurant,
there are a myriad of food choices to choose
from, from local favourite, to Western and
Chinese cuisines that are sure to tingle your
tastebud. The restaurant is open daily from
6 AM to 11 PM.
If the food is not enough to tame your
tastebuds, there is always other options
available, such as Pantai Lounge, Santai
Beach Bar and Pool Bar. At these spots,
alcoholic beverages are available. Similar to
the restaurant, the lounge and bars are open
daily, although operating time may vary.
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Besides its many types of food available, there are also
several varieties of rooms available to give visitors the
utmost staying experience in the resort. Holiday goers
or business travellers have the luxury to choose between
deluxe rooms, suite rooms or the presidential suite rooms.
Apart from being spacious, the deluxe rooms also come
equipped with two different views. Visitors can choose
between rooms with either a garden view or a sea view, per
visitors’ preferences. The suite rooms and the presidential
suite rooms, on the other hand, come only with a sea view.
However, waking up to the sound of sea hitting the shore is
a great way to start the day.
Other than that, Palm Beach Resort & Spa can
accommodate events for all occasion within their spacious
and complete facilities. It has large rooms perfect for
meetings and conferences. Some of the venues provided
are the Grand Ballroom, Manikar Ballroom, Temiang
Ballroom, Foyer, Chimney Room, Layangan Room and
Mutiara Hall. Besides using it for meetings and conferences,
these can also be used for events and functions. With its
17 acres private beach and tropical gardens, visitors can
also opt for an outdoor event. If you fancy having a by
the beach function, garden outdoor function, or beach
wedding function, the resort got it all covered.

Palm Beach Resort & Spa is not short of the necessary
amenities that most holiday goers would want in a resort.
If you do not fancy dipping in the sea, fret not. It has a
swimming pool that is sure to satisfy you being getting
sands in your clothes. There are many things to do at the
beachside besides the usual snorkelling and diving. Here
at this resort, there is always an option for beach volleyball
or beach soccer. Indulge in the view of the seaside while
sinking your feet into the white sands while kicking the
ball and throwing volleyball at your friends. Its killing two
birds with one stone. Visitors can also kayak around the
surrounding beachside to explore what the place has to
offer. If you are not a sea person, there are always other
activities offered such as cycling and jungle trekking. And
at the end of the day, after a hot and tiresome day out in
the sun, relax and unwind at its spa to rejuvenate yourself.
So, whether you are at Palm Beach Resort & Spa
for business leisure, or just for a getaway, the place has
everything that you could ever ask for. As the saying goes,
if the ocean can calm itself, so can you. So, take a couple
of days off and book a trip to Labuan now. Opportunity
awaits no one.
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THE CROWN
JEWEL OF
PROGRESSIVE
LUXURY
The All-New BMW X7
xDrive40i Pure Excellence is
an exemplification of luxury
within the BMW brand, and
is a sophisticated statement
on its own. The variant’s
imposing appearance and
stature,
designed
with
comfort and luxury at its
heart, belies the versatility and
agility that are characteristic
of a BMW X model. With
its outstanding powertrain
and chassis technology, the
All-New BMW X7 xDrive40i
Pure Excellence offers an
unparalleled driving and
interior experience.
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The paradigm of luxury and authority.
The All-New BMW X7 xDrive40i Pure Excellence retains its iconic bold and immaculate
design. The massive front with the imposing kidney grille lends an exceptional road presence
to the vehicle, along with the slender BMW Laserlight headlights that can illuminate up to
600 metres ahead. Available as standard also are the LED fog lights and high-beam assistant.
From the side, the near-vertical shoulder line visually elongates the All-New BMW X7
xDrive40i Pure Excellence from the front to rear – with large windows and a long, dynamically
flowing roofline that hints at a spacious interior. Equally striking are the 21-inch light alloy
wheels in Y-spoke style 753 Bicolour with run-flat tyres, available as standard. The variant
also features a fully-electric tailgate in the rear with the Comfort Access feature, and two large,
rectangular tailpipes – one on each side, conveying its immense power.
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engines,
BMW

The All-New BMW X7 xDrive40i
Pure Excellence also retains the powerful
six-cylinder in-line petrol engine capable
of a maximum power of 250kW/ 340hp,
and a peak torque of 450Nm. This
results in a century sprint completed in
6.1 seconds. All of these are achieved
with a combined fuel consumption of
9.5l/100km and a combined carbon
emission of 218g/km.
Power is channelled to all four wheels
via an eight-speed Steptronic Sport
transmission. The xDrive intelligent
all-wheel-drive system of the luxury
SAV maximises traction, agility and
handling stability which links up with
the Dynamic Stability Control (DSC)
feature. Included in the sophisticated
chassis design of the variant is a two-axle
air suspension. With the DSC system,
the vehicle load registered by the air
suspension sensors can also be factored
into braking modulation.
Like the imported variant, the locally
assembled variant of the All-New BMW
X7 xDrive40i Pure Excellence is offered
with the innovative Executive Drive Pro
with active roll stabilisation.

Luxurious
interior
design with integrated
technology.
The interior of the All-New BMW
X7 xDrive40i Pure Excellence also
features the opulent “Crafted Clarity”
handmade diamond-cut trim element
and a range of standard equipment
including a sport leather steering wheel
and electrically adjustable comfort seats.
The BMW Live Cockpit Professional
with BMW Operating System 7.0
combines the fully digital, userconfigurable 12.3-inch instrument cluster
with an equally large central Control
Display with touchscreen functionality.
The BMW Head-Up Display is also
located within field of vision. The variant
is also fitted with the voice-controlled
BMW Intelligent Personal Assistant and
BMW Gesture Control.
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Other highlights include the Welcome Light Carpet
feature, five-zone air conditioning, a Harman Kardon
Surround Sound System with 16 loudspeakers and electric
roller blinds for side windows. The Rear Entertainment
Professional system is also available within the locally
assembled variant, while the sheer spaciousness is further
enhanced by the large Panorama Roof Sky Lounge.
The All-New BMW X7 xDrive40i Pure Excellence also
features soft-close function for doors. Space is offered to the
luxury SAV via a versatile luggage compartment that can be
maximised up to 2,120 litres with the backrests folded down.

Advanced
connectivity
sporting luxury.

meets

The All-New BMW X7 xDrive40i Pure Excellence
is equipped with the Reversing Assistant to assist in safely
manoeuvring out of a tight parking space. The Driving
Assistant has been outfitted with a comprehensive range
of functions, tailored to allow full ease of mind when on
the drive. They include Lane Departure Warning, Lane
Change Warning and Front Collision Warning with brake
intervention.

As a welcome addition, the All-New BMW X7
xDrive40i Pure Excellence also comes with Active Cruise
Control with Stop & Go function and Integral Active
Steering, further enhancing the safety and comfort of
the drive. Other innovative features include the BMW
Digital Key, wireless charging for mobile phones, as well
as smartphone integration that are available as standard
equipment for the locally assembled variant.
The All-New BMW X7 xDrive40i Pure Excellence
is offered in five exterior finishes to complement its
sophisticated stature, with selected interior colour
combinations. The exterior colours of Black Sapphire
and Sophisto Grey come in Cognac Leather Vernasca
upholstery with Black design perforations, while Phytonic
Blue and Manhattan Metallic exteriors come complete
with an all-Black design-perforated Leather Vernasca
interior. Lastly, Leather Vernasca in Coffee with Black
design perforations comes exclusively with the Mineral
White model.
The retail price (on the road, without
insurance) without Sales and Services Tax for
the All-New BMW X7 xDrive40i Pure Excellence
is RM 673,323.61
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HUAWEI
Watch 3 Pro
24/7 Continuous Health Monitoring
Support

iPhone
13 Pro Max

A Dramatically More Powerful
Camera Upgrade
Among its line, iPhone 13 Pro Max is considered a
top notch for its kind. With the tagline more pro than
ever before, it definitely packs a punch; with the most
advanced pro camera system, super retina XDR display
with ProMotion, A15 Bionic, which is also claimed to
be the fastest chip in a smartphone and a massive leap
in battery life. The model, alongside the pro version are
available in four stunning finishes, including graphite,
gold, silver, and the all-new sierra blue.
What sets it apart from the other sought after phones
out there? Reviewers are raved about its cinematic
mode; a beautiful depth effect which will unleash one’s
creative control. It is also the only smartphone in the
world to provide an end-to-end workflow — capture,
edit, and share in Dolby Vision or ProRes.
A smartphone is indeed a staple and form of a
lifeline in everyday life but a smartphone like Pro Max
is indeed in a league of its own. It is a perfect fit for
those who seek for the best and a quiet luxury that does
not necessarily break a bank.

RRP: RM5,299
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The HUAWEI WATCH 3 Pro is expected to deliver
consumers smart life experiences, constructed by enhanced
interaction and interconnectivity in various scenarios.
On top of being produced with a science-based health
management solution, the smartwatch series brings
premium features including independent eSIM calling,
ultra-long battery life, Smart Alert Assistant functions
and improved sports user experience, all wrapped in an
aesthetic-focused overall design appearance.
It allows users to maintain their health with its sciencebased health monitoring features such as SpO2, heart rate,
sleep, and stress. For those who are not aware, SpO2 tracking
can help you learn more about the level of oxygen in your
blood. The SpO2 monitoring will help you to acknowledge
when there may be an indication of important changes
while you are running errands or sleeping early at night.
With a fast-paced lifestyle that has become more
common (even if you’re stuck at home), unwanted stress
can bombard you, further affecting your wellness. With
that said, the heart rate and stress monitoring features from
HUAWEI WATCH 3 Pro come in handy. The heart rate
monitoring feature can warn its users if the heart rate is not
normal and as for the stress monitoring, it tracks stress level
and suggests a method to release pressure like a breathing
exercise. To complement the monitoring support during
the day, the HUAWEI WATCH 3 Series also comes with
a sleep monitoring feature that aims to improve the users’
sleeping condition throughout the night.

RRP RM2199

SAMSUNG Galaxy Z Flip3 5G
The Ideal Balance of Style, Function,
and Nonstop Fun
The redesigned Cover Screen is now four times larger and makes it easier to view notifications and messages
without having to open Z Flip3. Users can keep up with
their schedule, check the weather, and monitor their daily
step count with new Cover Screen widgets or coordinate
the Cover Screen wallpaper with their new Galaxy Watch4 or Galaxy Watch4 Classic for a
matching look. And with Samsung Pay built
directly into the Cover Screen, it’s never been
easier to check out on-the-go at the local coffee shop.
Enjoy optimized meeting experience
adapting based on the Flex mode of your
Galaxy Z series and the power of Office and
Teams coming together. For the best pro-

ductivity at work, Microsoft Outlook’s dual-pane mode for
Samsung foldables enables users to read a full email while
previewing others on the side, just like a desktop experience.
Z Flip3 is also crafted to give users the best capability
for capturing and sharing memories. Packed with the latest
camera features, users can take even more stunning selfies
hands-free with Flex mode. Or they can keep the device
folded and capture a quick photo—and now, even
video—right from the Cover Screen using enhanced Quick Shot by double-clicking Z Flip3’s
power key.

RRP:RM3,999

GoPro HERO10 Black
Breakthrough Image Quality and
Video Stabilization
HERO10 Black is the GoPro’s new flagship camera that
boasts higher resolution 23 megapixel photos, improved
low-light performance and a significantly snappier user
interface—all thanks to the increased performance of the
camera’s all-new GP2 processor.
GP2 delivers breakthrough image quality and blistering
video frame rates that enable HERO10 Black to capture lifelike 5.3K video at 60 frames per second, 4K video at 120
frames per second and 2.7K video at an incredible 240 frames
per second. The new processor also enables HyperSmooth
4.0 video stabilization, setting a new bar once again and all
but ensuring HERO10 Black captures the smoothest shakefree video you’ve ever seen from any camera, regardless of
price.

GoPro is committed to environmentally conscious,
plastic-free packaging for all of its products. HERO10 Black’s
packaging isn’t even packaging per se, rather it’s a highquality, durable travel case that’s designed to fit additional
GoPro mounts and accessories.

RRP: RM2,399
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Canon EOS R3
The Pinnacle of EOS R Technology
with Amazing New Features
The new Canon EOS R3 is the pinnacle of Canon’s most
advanced EOS R system and capable full-frame mirrorless
camera to date in the EOS R series, made accessible to both
enthusiasts and professionals alike.
It features a newly developed (approximately
24.1-megapixel) back-illuminated stacked CMOS sensor, new
Eye Control AF, and is capable of recording 6K 60p RAW or
4K 120p 10-bit movie.
For the first time since the EOS 7s (released in 2004), the
Canon EOS R3 features the game-changing Eye Control AF
function, which allows users to select a focus point by purely
using the movement of the eye. Multiple LEDs and sensors
inside the newly developed EVF detect eye movement quickly,
allowing photographers to instantly shift between different
subjects without the need to fiddle around with buttons and

controls. This helps them
to quickly shift between
AF targets, particularly
when
photographing
motorsports and fastmoving subjects.
With its low-luminance AF limit of EV-7.5, the Canon
EOS R3 can focus on subjects in an environment so dark that
it is almost pitch black to the human eye.
With these stunning new features - high-speed shooting
capabilities, ultra-low light performance, advanced tracking
and recognition capabilities for various applications such
as sports and wildlife photography are made available to
advanced enthusiasts, professional and hybrid shooters —
delivering an unparalleled experience.

RRP: RM26,288

POLAR Vantage M2

More Than A Sports Watch
The new Polar Vantage M2 is the allin-one multisport smartwatch to help
athletes level up their performance. With
personalized guidance, up to 100 hours
of battery life in training mode and
unrivalled precision to accurately track
progress and recovery, this functional
multisport watch embodies that athlete
attitude and helps people train smarter,
not harder.
Let the athlete in you shine with the wide
range of features on offer in the Polar Vantage
M2. Visualise your body’s performance and

find the personalized guidance you need
to consistently keep reaching your goals –
today, tomorrow, we’re with you all the way.
Train smarter, not harder - improve your
performance in real-time with insights about
your current condition and readiness. Polar
Vantage M2 automatically tracks your sleep
and recovery so you know when you can
safely push your body further.
Precision and accuracy are critical
to tracking progress. Let the advanced
technology in Polar Vantage M2 do the
work while you focus on crushing your goals.
Smartwatch features like music controls,
weather and push notifications make sure
you’ll never miss a beat.

RRP: RM1,599

vivo X70 Pro
Advancing Mobile Imaging Together with ZEISS
The X70 Pro is thoroughly equipped with premium mobile imaging software and hardware
capabilities, from the camera system that has been co-engineered with ZEISS, a legend in the
world of optics for 175 years, to the exclusive “ZEISS Portrait Style” feature, which allows users to
take photos that mimic the look and feel of photos taken using classic ZEISS lenses.
It incorporates top-notch imaging features inside and out, resulting in an intuitive photography
experience that enables users to capture or record remarkably natural-looking photographs or
videos. On the camera specs front, the X70 Pro has a 32MP front camera and a rear quad-camera
array (50MP + 12MP+ 12MP + 8MP).
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SUUNTO
9 Peak
A
Premium,
Visibly
Sublime Yet A Perceivably
Tough Watch

Hisense U900KF
8K Android TV
The Best Viewing Experience

Hisense U900KF 8K Android TV is powered by Hi-View Engine and
features Quantum Dot Colour Technology which is able to reproduce more
than 1-billion shades of colour. It helps cover a wide colour spectrum, which
subsequently results in a much more vivid feel than a conventional LED TV.
It is equipped with Full Array Local Dimming Pro, where the brightness
can be controlled individually and the edge between the dark and bright
objects is clearer and sharper. The support of Dolby Vision HDR also allows
consumers to enjoy their contents at cinema-like quality as intended by the
creators themselves.
The Sports Mode reduces the amount of motion blur, so that users can
see every dribble, pass, volley, headers, tackle, goals, and celebration during
a soccer match clearly through the new Hisense U900KF 8K Android TV.

RRP: RM24,999

SUUNTO 9 Peak is the thinnest, most
powerful and uncompromisingly durable
watch in its brand history. Inspired by
the award-winning SUUNTO 9 Baro,
the SUUNTO 9 Peak is designed for
adventures and peak experiences, in a
sleek form factor that fits seamlessly on
the wrist for ultimate comfort.
Tested in the harshest conditions, the
SUUNTO 9 Peak boasts up to 170 hours
of GPS recording capacity in Tour mode,
blood oxygen measurement, a full battery
charge in one hour and built to match
users’ high expectations for a sports
wearable companion, training tool and
adventure partner.
The SUUNTO 9 Peak comes with
all of the industry leading features the
SUUNTO 9 family is known for: 80plus sport modes like running, hiking,
mountain biking, skiing and swimming,
customizable screens to show the
most relevant data for your exercise,
an intelligent battery management
system, accurate wrist-based heart rate
monitoring, in-depth weather insights
and expansive on-watch navigation
capabilities.

RRP: RM3199

The X70 Pro also possess the Ultra-Sensing Gimbal Camera coupled
with Gimbal Stabilisation 3.0 technology for users to capture steady
images or videos in dynamic motion. The series comes with VIS 5-Axis
Ultra Stable Video technology which integrates enhanced Optical
Image Stabilisation (OIS) with Electronic Image Stabilisation (EIS) to
aggressively stabilise the X/Y-axis, as well as Z-axis rotation for wellrounded stability.
To complement the imaging capabilities of the phones, a suite of
vivo’s multi-modal photography and videography features – including
Real-Time Extreme Night Vision, Super Night Video, Pure Night View,
Pro Cinematic Mode and more – are available on the X70 series for users
to unleash their potential and explore a multitude of new visual aesthetics.

RRP: RM3,299
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Samsung
Jet Bot AI+

Smart Powerful Cleaning Robot For
Your Home
Samsung’s Jet Bot AI+, the world’s first smart robotic
vacuum powered by Intel® AI can clean your floors
efficiently and independently. You can “wash your hands”
and leave it to this robot vacuum that comes at a small size
but cleans big. The Jet Bot AI+ comes with AI-powered
object recognition technology enabled by a 3D sensor that
will allow the device to scan an object and move around it,
but is aware of certain obstacles such as furniture, cables,
and toys. Behind its sleek design is its LiDAR sensor than can
navigate your home with precision just like you do.

How does it work? Allow it to map out your home, set
your no-go zones, and let it do the work. You can monitor its
movement remotely, schedule cleanings, and stay connected
via the SmartThings mobile app. The vacuum will empty
itself into the Clean Station’s dustbin, which you will only
need to change once its blue LED notification light alerts
you.

RRP: RM 4,999

AvatarOn C
Switches
Balancing between Home Design
and Safety
Created by award-winning designers at Schneider
Electric, the AvatarOn C switches are made available with
149 variants, featuring the latest design trends with a softclick frameless cover. A style unto itself, the AvatarOn C
comes in stylish colors – white, dark gray, and wine gold,
furnished with matte finishing, conveying a modern touch
and desirably aesthetic palate to one home’s walls.
The enhancement in AvatarOn C’s multi-gang solution
allows homeowners to mix and match switches and sockets;
as well as combine entertainment ports (ethernet, television,
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etc.) into a single frame for a clean outlook. The range also
includes outputs that allow users to connect to television
antennas and ethernet cables, as well as control fans and dim
lights for extra convenience. Schneider Electric places the
highest importance on users’ safety by ensuring International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards and ratings
are met.
RRP: Price on request

Lenovo Smart Tab M10 FHD Plus
Elevates
Family-centric
Entertainment Experience

Home

Lenovo Smart Tab M10 FHD Plus (2nd Gen) with
Google Assistant is taking performance and portability
to the next level once again, providing theatre-like mobile
entertainment with the convenience of a hands-free Google
Assistant-activated screen through its Ambient Mode
experience.
As a tablet built to be a multimedia hub, it is optimised
to find enriching and engaging content at home. The tablet
comes with a 10.3-inch Full HD screen with TDDI (Touch
and Display Driver Integration) wide viewing angle display

and dual speakers with Dolby® Atmos®, which offers a
more fun and immersive entertainment experience for the
users, whether hand-held or hands-free.
Families can easily access Lenovo’s new, smarter Kid’s
Mode for children, which features dedicated kids’ content,
parental controls and specialised eye protection features.
Kid’s Mode also includes a Posture Alert, which detects the
posture of a user, reminding them to sit up straight while
using the device, alongside a Bumpy Environment Alert that
can detect a bumpy situation and remind the user to stop
using the device, encouraging healthier viewing habits.

RRP: RM 999

SK magic
All Clean Virus Fit
Clean Air for a Safer Home
Adding to its range of technologically advanced products, the All Clean Virus Fit Air
Purifier by SK magic is recognised as a health equipment and medical device by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) that could eliminate 99.99% of Covid-19 viruses
including the Delta variant and common indoor air pollutants such as bacteria, virus,
mould and dust which all lead to health problems.
SK magic’s All Clean Virus Fit not only purifies indoor air from common harmful
pollutants, more importantly, its proven UV Arc Core sterilising functions and 8-step
filtration system that incorporates a revolutionary Copper Fiber Ultrafine Dust Filter
are able to eliminate 99.99% of Covid-19 viruses including the Delta variant, Human
Coronavirus and H1N1 viruses . To ensure comprehensive coverage, All Clean Virus Fit
also comes with the smart 360° All Directional Air Suction feature.

RRP: RM4,700
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SMART
INVESTMENTS
IN DIVERSIFYING
YOUR WEALTH
Managing your savings is not only about
planning for retirement. It could also be
about a well planned child education,
hajj fund, tax planning and other types of
money management from assets to even
zakat. THE CEO talks to to Ringgit Dan
Anda host, Irda Rina, a licensed financial
planner and adviser.
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HOW WOULD ONE KNOW HE OR SHE IS IN NEED OF A FINANCIAL
ADVICE FROM A WEALTH PLANNER?

G

enerally, everyone needs to plan
their financial and wealth. As simple
as how much is a suitable budget to
spend every month, how much you
need to save for an emergency fund
and how much is the required sum of
coverage for your wealth protection.
As complicated as how much you
need for retirement and how much you have to consistently
save now, all these matters are to be taken into account in
order to achieve financial freedom at your target age, in
ensuring that you have sufficient savings that is sustainable
for the rest of your life. Wealth planners are also capable in
diversifying your wealth, assisting with your plan for your
legacy so that it is not only to be inherited by your loved ones
without any hassle but also to explore if the wealth you left
behind can benefit the society and your life in the hereafter.
Frequently, people who are facing financial difficulties
will be desperately looking for solutions and very in need
of financial advice from the financial planners. Those who
are eager to grab the investment opportunities will actively
seek alternatives and require fair and non-biased financial
advice from us as a financial and wealth planner.
However, if you are living comfortably with what
you have now without any issues on debt management
and adequate savings for emergencies, you probably are
not really keen to seek financial advice. But, how would
you know that it is truly sufficient for your entire life and
family? Maybe you think you have managed your finances
wisely and always keep on track, but how can you be sure
that there is no better way of managing it? A well prepared
legacy planning can ensure your financial goals will be
easily met at your target age and perhaps draw in better
opportunities if you let the experts examine your financial
track and draw the proper plan. Why settle if you have an
option in maximizing potentials of growing your wealth
without discounting on the risk and uncertainties? And
perhaps, you may achieve your financial goals earlier than
you expected.

What are the options one has when
it comes to investment?
In this digital era, there are vast opportunities and
various options of investments. Whether the investment
is for short term gains or for long term objectives. From
low risk investment instruments to high risk instruments,
liquid investments or less liquid investments, low or
high volatilities investments, as well as capital protected
investment instruments or those investment instruments
which fluctuates.
There are short term deposits such as fixed deposits
and money markets; investment instruments managed by
government-linked companies such as Amanah Saham
Nasional Berhad’s products and Amanah Hartanah
Bumiputera; unit trust and Real Estate Investment

Trusts (REITs); gold and silver; Exchange Traded Funds
(ETF); stock trading whether locally in Bursa Malaysia
market or international trading platform; bonds or
sukuk; digital instruments such as cryptocurrencies and
non-fungible tokens (NFT); derivatives such as futures
and options; as well as real estates and properties.
Please bear in mind that insurance and takaful is
not an investment or saving instrument but it is meant
for wealth protection. However, insurance and takaful
products are usually linked to investment and this serves
as an added value to the wealth protection instrument.
It is important to put your money at the right instrument
based on your objectives. You invest your money to
get good returns in order to fight against inflation.
Whereas you buy insurance or subscribe for takaful
wealth protection and financial security purposes should
anything unfortunate happen to your health and life.
There are many available options of investment
but the most important is to identify which kinds and
combinations that really suit you. As for a Muslim, it
is also crucial to know which instruments are shariah
compliance before investing.

4. What is the minimum asset
requirement for investment?
Each type of instrument has their own minimum initial
investment amount. Unit trust for example, can invest as low
as RM100 per month and as high as millions ringgit, subject
to certain screening to ensure the sources of funds are
free from illegitimate sources, money laundering activities,
terrorism financing and any unlawful activities.
However, for each individual, the minimum investable
amount may vary depending on their own financial standing.
A lot of factors need to be considered before you invest. The
most basic rule to comply is your personal cash flow must
be in a healthy position. If your cash flow is in deficit, which
means your monthly expenses are higher than your total
income, probably your spending habits are being financed
by credit cards all this while. If you only pay the minimum
amount for the credit cards every month, thus it could be less
effective for your investment return and wealth management
because the interest rates for credit cards are usually higher
than investment returns that you get.
You probably have large cash flow but still have negative
networth if you hold a lot of debt and live outside your
means. Before considering more attractive investments,
focus on fixing your cash flow and manage your debt first.
The second thing to look at is whether you have enough
savings for emergencies. Lavish lifestyle leaves more room
for lavish emergencies. For example, luxury vehicles tend to
cost more to repair than ordinary cars. If you have property
that provides consistent rental income every month, you still
need emergency funds in case your tenant moves out from
your property and leaves your property vacant for too long
without rental income to service your mortgage financing.
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For stable income earners, it is advisable
to have an emergency fund equals to at least
three months income. For irregular income
earners, self-employed or businessmen, it is
recommended to save at least six months to
twelve months income as an emergency fund.
The covid pandemic that we are facing right
now is one of the real life examples of how
having a sufficient emergency fund is really
important to business owners, self-employed
individuals and even those who are working
in the private sectors to financially survive
during this difficult situation.
The next thing to consider before fulfilling
the investment requirement is your wealth
protection. Let the insurance you bought
or the takaful plan you subscribed pay your
medical bills and compensate you in case of
any unfortunate event happen to your health,
instead of you forking out a big sum of money
from your own pocket or emergency fund.
After all the factors above have been
adequately met, then only you can use the
excess money you have to explore the suitable
investment opportunities.

What is your best advice to
those who just started to
invest?
First,
determine your
investment
objectives. For example, if you seek
consistent monthly passive income with
capital appreciation, you might consider
investing in property. If you want to keep up
with inflation, capital appreciation and enjoy
yearly dividend or income distribution, you
might consider investing in stocks or unit
trust.
Second, determine your time horizon
for investment. Is it for short term only,
medium term or long term. This is because
certain kinds of investment have high initial
fee charges and thus it will takes three to
five years before you can enjoy the returns
from your investment. Investments that have
higher return potentials usually long term in
nature.
Third, know your risk tolerance. Are you
conservative type of person, or moderate or
aggressive in terms of risk appetite? If you
are conservative type of person and low risk
tolerance, then you should choose capital
protected investments such as fixed deposits
or money market. If you are a moderate type
of person, having a mixed fund in unit trust
could be the best suitable for you. If you are
an aggressive type, you may consider investing
in stocks trading, equity funds in unit trust,
cryptocurrencies and exchange traded funds.
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But it is best to start or combine with low
to medium risk investment first, so that you
understand how well you can tolerate the
price fluctuations.
Make sure you have good knowledge
and understanding on the instrument you
choose, especially those high risk investment
instruments such as stock trading and
cryptocurrencies.
Maybe you have heard this popular
advice, ‘do not put all eggs in one basket’.
Segregate your capital to a few investment
instruments, funds or counters because each
of these come with different types of risk
such as market risk, country risk, liquidity
risk, supply and demands, management risk,
etc.
If you find it is challenging for you
to frequently monitor your investment
performance and keep abreast with the
market updates, there is another alternative
way called Private Managed Accounts where
you can just contribute the capital and
get your money invested and managed by
licensed Investment Managers.
Consult your financial planner before
making a decision. Never ever fall into a
scam. Beware of ‘too good to be true’ offers.
Verify the authenticity of the investment with
the Securities Commission and Bank Negara
Malaysia before you give up your money to
someone or organisation.

6. What is your opinion on
the current market - post
pandemic?
The government is planning to move our
country to the endemic phase, which means
we are no longer focusing on herd immunity
but rather to provide the people with the
widest possible vaccination coverage. As
recently announced by our government,
interstates travel is now allowed, overseas
travel is also permissible to fully vaccinated
individuals. We see many business sectors are
now reopened. These will further stimulate
our economy and thus we can foresee our
Malaysian market gradually entering into
the recovery phase. In summary, Malaysian
economic recovery appears more favourable
due to vaccination, many states moved to
Phase 3, interstates and overseas travel are
now allowed.
Through your experience, share with
us some inspiring stories of individuals or
companies that made it through smart investing.
We always heard inspiring stories of those
who became filthy rich through the business

When is actually
the best time
to invest your
money?
The best time to invest
your money is 10 to
20 years before. But
the second best time to
invest your money is
now. Time is crucial
when talking about
investment. The earlier
you save and invest,
the earlier you could
achieve your financial
goals. Start as early as
you can. Like how they,
time and tide wait for
no man. Which means,
if you do not make
use of a favourable
opportunity, you may
never get the same
chance again.
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they ventured in, stock investments or real estate investments.
But I personally feel inspired with young individuals who
know how to manage their money and know how to grab
opportunities to invest early.
I met a young guy in her early 20s via an online financial
management webinar, of which I was one of the panel
speakers. His salary is just slightly higher than our country’s
minimum basic salary. But he already has a five figures
investment portfolio at a young age. When I asked what his
secret was, he said he inherited the saving habits from his
parents. His parents are school teachers and none of them
teach accounting or finance related subjects. Saving habits
were instilled since he was a child by his parents. He started
saving as early as he received ‘duit raya’ or ‘angpow’ during
the festive season during childhood. Her mother will place
this money in his Tabung Haji account and as you all know
it gives good returns in the form of ‘hibah’ during such old
years. After schooling, he also started saving money as early
as he got his first salary. It is ok to start saving with a small
amount of money after setting aside a certain portion to
pay monthly commitments, but the important thing is to
be self-disciplined and consistent. He also has his own small
business via online platforms which sometimes give him
extra income to spend.
Not only does he start early so as to build his personal
wealth, but he also has a good mix of investment assets
allocations which led to handsome total rate of returns as
compared to inflation. Being a young and aggressive type
of person in terms of risk tolerance, he enjoys stock trading
among other investment instruments that he has, because of
the potential short term gain.
At his young age, probably most of his friends would
prefer to spend their income on lifestyle, entertainment,
clothes, shoes, and hipster cafes. Well, just like me too
when I was young, I made so many financial mistakes, was
a shopaholic and lost huge opportunities to build up my
own wealth at that time. Unlike this smart young investor,
he likes to spend his time, money and effort learning about
financial management and gain knowledge on investment
instruments by attending courses and reading books.
Nowadays, information can be easily gathered from
the internet. Just a finger click away to acquire knowledge
without boundaries. It does not require a lot of effort. It just
depends on whether you want to learn or not, and you want
to do it or not.
From this young smart investor, I have learnt that it is
important to us as a mother to instil the saving habit to our
children and make our kids excited and enjoy saving
money. Like I said, the best time to invest is 10-20
years before. But the second best time to invest is now.
Start as early as you can.
In this digital era, youngsters can easily become
rich at a young age if they know
how to utilise the technologies as
an ‘income making machine’.
Youtubers, gamers, instafamous,
online sellers, game creators, we
see many of them become rich at a
young age. But becoming rich does
not mean wealth is being managed
wisely and effectively.
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With the economy sectors slowly
opening up, is this the best time to
invest in properties?
In the current market condition, the property looks
favourable to property buyers considering the low interest
and financing rates, downwards property prices, attractive
incentives offered by the Government and high supply in
the market due to disposal of properties by owners as well as
supply of overhang properties. With many states moved to
Phase 3 and economic activities resumed, industry experts
believe the property market still remains resilient and prices
will still appreciate next year due to the demand in the buyer’s
market. However, before making a decision to venture into
property investment, investors still need to consider many
factors especially the cost of acquisition, maintenance, the
cost of managing the properties and investors must have
sufficient emergency fund as a financial security in case the
properties are vacant for too long with no rental income to
cover the mortgage financing commitment.
In addition, the series of Movement Control Orders
during this pandemic have adversely impacted many
businesses and have changed the working norms from fully
operated physical offices or business premises to workfrom-home, online programs and online purchases.
It has further impacted the occupancy rates
of commercial properties. However, with
Malaysia moving to an endemic phase,
I believe it will slowly recover as many
sectors have resumed their businesses
and people start to get back to work in
the office, with the need for a safe and
healthy working environment becoming
a priority.

WHAT DOES
A WEALTH
PLANNER DO?

F

they are offering.

irst and foremost, it is important to understand who the so-called ‘wealth
planners’. There are three categories of wealth planners. It is important to
understand the differences between these categories and their scope of services.
‘Wealth planner’ is a designation normally used by representatives or agents
of insurance companies, Takaful operators and investment management
companies, who offer the company’s financial products. Before proposing a
specific product to a client, Wealth planners will do a basic wealth assessment
to determine the client’s needs in order to match with the selection of products

The second category is those who are certified as a financial planner, such as Certified
Financial Planners (CFP), Islamic Financial Planners (IFP), Registered Financial Planners (RFP)
and Shariah Registered Financial Planners (RFP). The certified financial planners received
formal recognition of expertise in the areas of financial planning by Financial Planning
Association of Malaysia (FPAM), Malaysian Financial Planning Council (MFPC) or Islamic
Banking and Finance Institute Malaysia (IBFIM). They educate and advise people on overall
financial planning and management but are normally attached with specific insurance companies,
Takaful operators and investment management companies. Some banks also sponsored their
employees to pursue this certification programme in order to provide comprehensive financial
planning knowledge to better serve their clients.
The third category of wealth planners are Financial Planner Representatives (FPR). FPR are
certified financial planners who are licensed by the Securities Commission of Malaysia. FPR are
full fledged practicing financial planners, who advise and construct holistic financial portfolios
which comprises wealth creation, wealth accumulation, wealth protection, education planning,
tax planning, retirement planning and legacy planning. FPR helps clients to achieve specific
financial goals by analysing clients’ financial situation, stratergizing clients’ overall financial
position in depth, designing financial plans which are tailor-made to the clients’ financial
portfolio, identifying clients’ specific financial needs and proposing suitable financial products
if it is necessary. FPR normally provides fee based advisory and services. As FPR are regulated
under the purview of Securities Commission (SC), FPR have to comply with SC guidelines at all
time and have to provide non-biased advisory when it comes to proposing any financial products
to the clients.
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MALAYSIAN
COMPANIES
THAT MAKE IT
TO FORBES ASIA’S
200 BEST UNDER A
BILLION
Despite the global spread of Covid-19, this year, 11 Malaysian companies
are listed under Forbes Asia’s 200 Best Under A Billion. Their financial
figures reflect how well these companies coped with the pandemic. There
are three returnees from the previous years, namely; Frontken, Revenue
Group, and Scientex, which has been on the list for two years in a row.
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Comfort Gloves Berhad

Dancomech Holdings Berhad

The company was established in 1993 and is listed on
the main board of Malaysia’s Stock Exchange – BMSB
(Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad). It is located in Taiping,
Perak. The company’s gloves are exported to the Northern
America, Oceanic Countries, Middle East, Europe, South
America, Africa and Asia-Pacific region.

The firm is engaged in trading and distribution of
PCE and Measurement Instruments. The company offer
its products to palm oil and oleochemicals, oil & gas and
petrochemical, and water treatment and sewerage industries.
The business was co-founded by its Managing Director and
his sister, together with her husband in 19xx.

D&O Green Technologies Berhad

Dufu Technology Corp. Berhad

The establishment, along with its subsidiaries is
involved in manufacturing and merchandising of
semi-conductor components. It mainly involves in the
development of semiconductor application technology,
installation, electronic components, electrical equipment
for lighting, electronic display screen, and lighting fittings.
The company exports its products to Asia, Europe, and the
United States of America.

Dufu Industries was first established in 1987 and
commenced operations upon its completion of Dufu
Industries Sdn Bhd and I.P.G. Metal Industry (M) Sdn
Bhd. The company specialises in manufacturing precision
machining parts and components that serves a myriad
of industries, primarily: hard disk drive, industry safety
and sensors, medical and office equipment, consumer
electronics and telecommunications.

FoundPac Group Berhad
The company, along with its subsidiaries, designs, develops,
manufactures, markets, and sells precision engineering parts for
semiconductors manufacturers, outsourced semiconductor test
ad assembly companies, printed circuit board design houses,
fabless semiconductor companies, and other channel partners.
The company sells its products under its FoundPac brand,
as well as under third party brands in Malaysia, other Asia
countries, the United States, and Europe. FoundPac Group
Berhad was incorporated in 2015 and is headquartered in
Bayan Lepas, Malaysia.
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Frontken Corp Berhad
Frontken Corp Berhad is an investment holding firm that engage in providing surface and mechanical engineering
solutions since its inception in 1996 establishing itself as a leading service provider of surface engineering in the Asia Pacific
region. To date, the group’s customer portfolio comprises key players in the oil and gas, power generation, petrochemical
and semiconductor industries in mainly Singapore, Malaysia and other countries such as Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand,
Vietnam, Taiwan and Japan.

Scientex Berhad
The company was incorporated
in 1968 and has been listed on Bursa
Malaysia since 1990. Scientex Berhad
manufactures and sells plastic products.
The company is one of the top producers
of stretch film and a leading player in
the flexible plastic packaging industry, as
well as a reputable developer of quality
affordable homes in Malaysia. It has 19
manufacturing facilities in Malaysia,
Vietnam, Myanmar and the United
States of America.

Revenue Group
Established in 2003, Revenue
Group and its subsidiaries are a group
of companies focused on delivering
complete and customisable payment
solution. The company offers EMV Smart
Card technology, Terminal Management
System, Loyalty System, Consumer
Behavioural Management System, Webbased Payment System, and Payment
Transaction Management System. Its
alliance partners include Ambank, Affin
Bank Real Rewards, Comex GeneSys,
Visa, MasterCard, MEPS, VeriFone,
Petronas, and Touch ‘n Go.
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Thong Guan
Industries Berhad
The corporation is engaged
in trading of plastic packaging
products, along with its subsidiaries.
It operates in two segments including
plastic products and food, beverages
and other consumable products.
Majority of the company’s revenue
are generated from the plastic
products segment which comprises
of stretch films, garbage bags,
industrial bags and PVC food wrap.

UG Healthcare
Corporation
UG Healthcare started out as a
rubber glove manufacturer with a single
production line in 1989. While it has
two manufacturing plants located in
Seremban, globally, it has six marketing
subsidiaries and associated companies
located in Europe, USA, China, South
America and Africa. Currently, the
company distribute its products to over 50
countries, including Germany, the United
Kingdom, the United States, France,
Switzerland, PRC, Japan, Canada, Brazil
and Nigeria through its distribution
platform and third-party distributors.

ViTrox
Founded by Chu Jenn Weng and Steven Siaw Kok Tong in 2000, ViTrox designs and manufactures innovative, leadingedge and cost-effective automated vision inspection equipment and system-on-chip embedded electronics devices for the
semiconductor and electronics packaging industries. Its core products are its Machine Vision System (MVS), Automated
Board Inspection (ABI) and Electronics Communication System (ECS). In 2004, ViTrox was converted into a public
limited company and adopted the name ViTrox Corporation Berhad. Presently, ViTrox is recognised as one of the leading
automated machine vision inspection solution providers with customer base in Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand,
Vietnam, Philippines, Taiwan, China, Japan, Korea, India, Europe, the United States and many more countries.
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DBS Bank
DBS Bank is a Singaporean
multinational banking and financial
services corporation headquartered
in Marina Bay, Singapore. Helm
by CEO Piyush Gupta, DBS
seeks to “Make Banking Joyful”
by leveraging digital technologies
and embedding itself seamlessly
into consumers; lives to deliver
simple, fast and contextual banking
solutions and experiences. The
bank was rated the World’s Safest
Bank 2021 by Global Finance,
and recognised as the World’s Best
Bank for four consecutive years.

TOP 10

SAFEST
BANKS

In Asia

Global Finance recently
announced the Safest Banks in
Asia and this year’s top 10 is
unchanged for the fourth year
straight, with Singaporean
banks taking the top three
position again. The banks are
selected through an evaluation
of long-term foreign currency
ratings – from Moody’s,
Standard & Poor’s and Fitch
– of the 500 largest banks
worldwide.

Oversea-Chinese Banking Corp.
Being the longest established Singapore bank, it is now the second largest financial service
group in Southeast Asia by assets and one of the world’s most highly-rated banks. OCBC
Bank’s private banking services are provided by its wholly-owned subsidiary Bank
of Singapore, which operates on a unique open-architecture product
platform to source for the best-in-class products to meet its clients’
goals. Its insurance subsidiary, Great Eastern Holdings, is
the oldest and most established life insurance group
in Singapore and Malaysia. OCBC Banks’s
asset management subsidiary, Lion
Global Investors, is one of the
largest private sector asset
management companies
in Southeast Asia.
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United Overseas Bank
United Overseas Bank was founded in 1935 as United Chinese Bank by a group of businessmen led by Wee Kheng
Chiang. UOB was formed on Asian principles of prudence, enterprise and determination that have fostered its growth and
stability for more than 80 years. The bank was rated World’s Best Bank for SMEs 2021 and Asia’s Best Bank for SMEs 2021
by Euromoney.

Korea Development Bank
Headed by chairman Lee Dong-gull, Korea Development
Bank was founded in 1954 and it is a wholly state-owned
policy development bank in South Korea. It was founded
with the mission of establishing and fostering the national
economy, industries and infrastructure, financial and corporate
system. KDB Bank has been acting as the primary supporter
of public finances and corporate sector and has continuously
broadening its business scope and gained expertise in the fields
of development finance, corporate banking and corporate
structure development. The bank has branches globally. It has
a branch in London, two subsidiaries in Hungary and Ireland
and a representative office in Frankfurt, Germany.

Export-Import Bank of Korea
The Export-Import Bank of Korea, or commonly
known as Korea Eximbank is an official export credit
agency providing comprehensive export loan and guarantee
programs to support Korean enterprises conducting
business overseas. Korea Eximbank’s primary services
include Export Financing, Trade Financing, and Guarantee
programs structured to meet the needs of clients in a
direct effort to both complement and strengthen clients’
competitiveness in global markets. The bank also provides
Overseas Investment Financing, Import Financing, and
Financial Advisory and Structuring Services geared to
maximizing business opportunities abroad.
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Industrial Bank of Korea
Industrial Bank of Korea is a state-owned bank
which was established to promote small and mediumsized businesses and improve their economic status
by providing an efficient credit system. In recent
years, the bank has extended is expertise to provide a
comprehensive range of financial services to individual
customer while maintaining the traditional role in
facilitating the nation’s economic development. The
bank has 12 overseas branches located in Cambodia,
China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Myanmar,
Philippines, the United Kingdom, the United States and
Vietnam.

Hang Seng Bank
Hang Seng Bank’s major business activities comprise
wealth and personal banking, commercial banking, and
global banking and markets. In Hong Kong, it has about
290 service outlets to provide customers with quality service.
The bank operates a network of outlets in almost 20 major
cities in mainland China as well as branches in Macau and
Singapore, and a representative office in Taipei.

Bank of Taiwan
Bank of Taiwan is a commercial bank
owned by the government of Taiwan. The
bank provides business and individual banking
services by offering deposits taking, loans,
credit card services and foreign exchange
services. It primarily serves consumers
domestically throughout Taiwan.
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China Development Bank
The bank is a policy financial institution
under the direct leadership of the State Council
of China. CDB has 421.248 billion RMB in
registered capital and its major shareholders are
the Ministry of Finance of China, which hold
36.54 percent of its total shares. The bank mainly
engaged in medium and long-term lending and
investment to support the implementation of
major strategies for medium and long-term
development of China’s national economy.

Agricultural Development Bank of China
Agriculture Development Bank of China is a Chinese policy bank under the State Council of the People’s Republic of China
and it is responsible for funding projects related to China’s economic growth. The bank’s aim is to build an agriculture policy bank
with a specified position, well-performed functions, clearly-defined business lines, adequate capital, sound management, strict
internal control, safe operation, quality service and sustainable development.
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BR 05 DIAMOND is a must have for
the ardent watch collectors. IT works
well with either business attire or just
a casual game of golf. The ultimate
sine qua non to go with all occasion.
This gorgeous piece retails at RM
86,000 (with bracelet centre link set
with diamond), RM 45,500 (with
bracelet) and RM43,000 (with black
rubber strap).
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